
BLUE BELT POCKET STUDY GUIDE 

One-Step Advanced Sparring 
 

1. Move to the right in a horse stance on a 45° angle with a left hand 
knife block and right hand reverse punch to the body. 

      Move to the left in a horse stance on a 45° angle with a right hand   
      knife block and left hand reverse punch to the body.  

 

2. Move to the right in a horse stance on a 45° angle with a left hand     
      in-to-out middle block and right hand reverse punch to the body. 
      Move to the left in a horse stance on a 45° angle with a right hand   
      in-to-out middle block and left hand reverse punch to the body.  

 

3.   Move to the left in a horse stance on a 45° angle with a right hand     
      in-to-out middle block and left hand reverse punch to the body. 
      Move to the right in a horse stance on a 45° angle with a left hand   
      in-to-out middle block and right hand reverse punch to the body.  

 

4. Step on a 45° angle towards your opponent’s left side with your left  
         leg.  Turn your feet and hips and back kick with the right leg.   
       Step on a 45° angle towards your opponent’s right side with your  
         right leg.  Turn your feet and hips and back kick with the left leg.  

 

5. Step to the right with the right leg and jump side kick to the body 
with the left leg.     

      Step to the left with the left leg and jump side kick to the body with 
      the right leg. 
(Remember: In #4 and #5 you are stepping away from the punch.) 

SELF-CONTROL - Be responsible for your actions.  Don’t do something out of  

                                   anger that you will regret later. 

Forms 
Taegeuk Sah Jan 

 

Techniques 
 

 Ridge Hand 
 Crescent Kick 
 Hook Kick 
 
 

Learning Forms 
 

The 3 steps to learning forms: 

 

1. Learn the moves - go through 
a few steps at a time and then 
add on as you remember the 
sequence. 

2. Add power - now that you have   
    the steps down, make each  
    move sharp and precise. 
3. Make it your own - once you  
    feel comfortable with the form,  
    add speed where it should be 
    light and fast and slow down  
    the powerful parts to show 
    control and technique. 
     

    Own the form, don’t let the  
    form own you! 

 

Practicing on your own 
 
By now you should know what is  
expected of you during class and dur-
ing promotional tests.  It is no surprise 
that you will need to know your under-
belt forms and techniques along with  
working on new ones (where have we 
mentioned that before?) 
It is a good idea to go over at least  
1 “old”form and 3 “old” controlled spar-
ring moves whenever you practice 
something new.  It only takes a minute 
and it beats doing push-ups in class! 
 
If you come to class early, ask a  
partner to work together on controlled 
sparring and forms.  However, do not 
work with another student on some-
thing they have not been tested on.  It 
is difficult to “un-learn” something that 
was taught wrong in the beginning.  If 
you or someone else needs help with 
new material, please ask one of our 
SWAT members for help.  That is what 
they are here for! 

Controlled Sparring 
 

You should be pretty comfortable with 
the concept of controlled sparring by 
now.  Some key ways to “spice things up 
a little” are:   

 Wait until the last second before you  
   block the punch. 
 Try to land your ending move within  
   1 inch of your opponent’s uniform. 
 Have a partner call out any numbers 
   and do them without hesitation.  

Resources - Private Lessons 

 Improved technique 

 More confidence—Which will lead to better performance during testing and tournaments 

 Build stronger motivation to Black Belt and Master Belts 

 Setting clear and positive goal 

 Quicker advancement 

 Private Lessons can be bought as packs for greater savings and you can have some one on one time with Master 
Bob or another Head Instructor 



   

It is important to remember that for each promotional test you must be able to do all forms, 
controlled sparring, and techniques that you have been previously tested on, better than your did it 
for your last test! 

REQUEST FOR PROMOTION  
  

Blue Belt to Purple Belt 

Taegeuk Sah Jan 

Student Name: _______________________________________ 

SWAT member:  I verify I saw this student perform the above requirements without help or hesitation and 2 
underbelt forms and 2 underbelt controlled Sparing. I will write his/her name in black on the testing Board. 
 

SWAT signature: _______________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

Student:  I am confident with my new material, I am aware that I may be asked to perform any or all of the 
material I have previously been tested on, and I need to perform it better than I did at the previous belt level. 
 

Student signature: _______________________________________________________ 
 

Examiner’s score: 

 

1-Step Advacned #5 

Examiner’s score: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examiner Comments: 
 
 
Signature:     Date: 

1-Step Advanced #1 

BREAKING  
Ridge Hand 

FORMS 
 

CONTROLLED SPARRING 
 

SPARRING (Control, combos) 

TECHNIQUES (list) back kick, hook punch 

 

1-Step Advanced #2 

1-Step Advanced #3 

1-Step Advacned #4 

PREVIOUS REQUIREMENTS (student may be asked to perform any or all of these) 

Forms Score 

  

Controlled Sparring Score 

  

Basic Pattern #1   3-Step Sparring #1-5   

Taegeuk Il Jan   3-Step Sparring #6-10   

Taegeuk Ee Jan   1-Step Sparring #1-5   

Taegeuk Sahm Jan   1-Step Sparring #6-10   


